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Summary. This article is the last in a series of four articles (preceded by [23,22,21]) about modelling circuits by many sorted algebras.
The notion of a circuit computation is deﬁned as a sequence of circuit states. For a state of a circuit the next state is given by executing
operations at circuit vertices in the current state, according to denotations of the operations. The values at input vertices at each state of a
computation are provided by an external sequence of input values. The
process of how input values propagate through a circuit is described in
terms of a homomorphism of the free envelope algebra of the circuit into
itself. We prove that every computation of a circuit over a ﬁnite monotonic signature and with constant input values stabilizes after executing
the number of steps equal to the depth of the circuit.

MML Identiﬁer: CIRCUIT2.

The articles [27], [30], [31], [12], [13], [18], [14], [3], [9], [16], [5], [7], [4], [28], [1],
[6], [29], [2], [15], [10], [26], [19], [25], [11], [20], [17], [24], [23], [22], [21], and [8]
provide the terminology and notation for this paper.
1. Circuit Inputs

In this paper I1 will be a monotonic circuit-like non void non empty many
sorted signature.
The following proposition is true
1
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Let X be a non-empty many sorted set indexed by the carrier of I 1 ,
and let H be a many sorted function from Free(X) into Free(X), and let
H1 be a function yielding function, and let v be a sort symbol of I 1 , and
let p be a decorated tree yielding finite sequence, and let t be an element
of (the sorts of Free(X))(v). Suppose that
(i) v ∈ InnerVertices(I1 ),
(ii) t = h the action at v, the carrier of I 1 i -tree(p),
(iii) H is a homomorphism of Free(X) into Free(X), and
(iv) H1 = H · Arity(the action at v).
Then there exists a decorated tree yielding finite sequence H 2 such that
p and H(v)(t) = h the action at v, the carrier of I 1 i -tree(H2 ).
H2 = H1

Let us consider I1 , let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , let s be a state of S1 ,
and let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . Then s +· i1 is a state of S1 .
Let us consider I1 , let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input
assignment of A. The functor FixInput(i1 ) yields a many sorted function from
FreeGenerator(the sorts of A) into the sorts of FreeEnvelope(A) and is defined
by the condition (Def.1).
(Def.1) Let v be a vertex of I1 . Then
(i) if v ∈ InputVertices(I1 ), then (FixInput(i1 ))(v) = FreeGenerator(v, the
sorts of A) 7−→ the root tree of h i1 (v), vii,
(ii)
if v ∈ SortsWithConstants(I1 ), then (FixInput(i1 ))(v) =
FreeGenerator(v, the sorts of A) 7−→ the root tree of h the action at v,
the carrier of I1 i , and
(iii) if v ∈ InnerVertices(I1 ) \ SortsWithConstants(I1 ), then
(FixInput(i1 ))(v) = idFreeGenerator(v,the sorts of A) .
Let us consider I1 , let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input
assignment of A. The functor FixInputExt(i 1 ) yields a many sorted function
from FreeEnvelope(A) into FreeEnvelope(A) and is defined by:
(Def.2)

FixInputExt(i1 ) is a homomorphism of FreeEnvelope(A) into
FreeEnvelope(A) and FixInput(i1 ) ⊆ FixInputExt(i1 ).
The following propositions are true:
(2) Let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment of A, and let v be a vertex of I 1 , and let e be an element of (the sorts of FreeEnvelope(A))(v), and let x be arbitrary. If
v ∈ InnerVertices(I1 ) \ SortsWithConstants(I1 ) and e = the root tree of
h x, vii, then (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(e) = e.
(3) Let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment
of A, and let v be a vertex of I1 , and let x be an element of (the sorts of
A)(v). If v ∈ InputVertices(I1 ), then (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(the root tree
of h x, vii) = the root tree of h i1 (v), vii.
(4) Let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment
of A, and let v be a vertex of I1 , and let e be an element of (the sorts
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of FreeEnvelope(A))(v), and let p, q be decorated tree yielding finite sequences. Suppose that
(i) v ∈ InnerVertices(I1 ),
(ii) e = h the action at v, the carrier of I 1 i -tree(p),
(iii) dom p = dom q, and
(iv)
for every natural number k such that k ∈ dom p holds q(k) =
(FixInputExt(i1 ))(πk Arity(the action at v))(p(k)).
Then (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(e) = h the action at v, the carrier of
I1 i -tree(q).
(5) Let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment of A, and let v be a vertex of I1 , and let e be an element of
(the sorts of FreeEnvelope(A))(v). Suppose v ∈ SortsWithConstants(I 1 ).
Then (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(e) = the root tree of h the action at v, the
carrier of I1 i .
(6) Let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment
of A, and let v be a vertex of I1 , and let e, e1 be elements of (the sorts of
FreeEnvelope(A))(v), and let t, t 1 be decorated trees. If t = e and t1 = e1
and e1 = (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(e), then dom t = dom t1 .
(7) Let A be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment
of A, and let v be a vertex of I1 , and let e, e1 be elements of (the sorts
of FreeEnvelope(A))(v). If e1 = (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(e), then card e =
card e1 .
Let us consider I1 , let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , let v be a vertex of
I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . The functor InputGenTree(v, i1 )
yields an element of (the sorts of FreeEnvelope(S 1 ))(v) and is defined by:
(Def.3) There exists an element e of (the sorts of FreeEnvelope(S 1 ))(v) such that
card e = size(v, S1 ) and InputGenTree(v, i1 ) = (FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(e).
We now state two propositions:
(8) Let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let v be a vertex of I1 ,
and let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . Then InputGenTree(v, i1 ) =
(FixInputExt(i1 ))(v)(InputGenTree(v, i1 )).
(9) Let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let v be a vertex of I1 , and let
i1 be an input assignment of S1 , and let p be a decorated tree yielding
finite sequence. Suppose that
(i) v ∈ InnerVertices(I1 ),
(ii) dom p = dom Arity(the action at v), and
(iii)
for every natural number k such that k ∈ dom p holds p(k) =
InputGenTree(πk Arity(the action at v), i1 ).
Then InputGenTree(v, i1 ) = h the action at v, the carrier of I1 i -tree(p).
Let us consider I1 , let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , let v be a vertex of
I1 , and let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . The functor InputGenValue(v, i1 )
yields an element of (the sorts of S 1 )(v) and is defined by:
(Def.4) InputGenValue(v, i1 ) = (Eval(S1 ))(v)(InputGenTree(v, i1 )).
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The following propositions are true:
(10) Let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let v be a vertex of I1 , and
let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . If v ∈ InputVertices(I1 ), then
InputGenValue(v, i1 ) = i1 (v).
(11) Let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let v be a vertex of I1 , and
let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . If v ∈ SortsWithConstants(I1 ), then
InputGenValue(v, i1 ) = (Set-Constants(S1 ))(v).
2. Circuit Computations

Let I1 be a circuit-like non void non empty many sorted signature, let S 1 be
a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let s be a state of S1 . The functor Following(s)
yielding a state of S1 is defined by the condition (Def.5).
(Def.5) Let v be a vertex of I1 .
Then if v ∈ InputVertices(I1 ),
then (Following(s))(v) = s(v) and if v ∈ InnerVertices(I 1 ), then
(Following(s))(v) = (Den(the action at v, S 1 ))((the action at
v) depends-on-in s).
Next we state the proposition
(12) Let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , and let s be a state of S1 , and let
i1 be an input assignment of S1 . If i1 ⊆ s, then i1 ⊆ Following(s).
Let I1 be a circuit-like non void non empty many sorted signature and let S 1
be a non-empty circuit of I1 . A state of S1 is stable if:
(Def.6) It = Following(it).
Let us consider I1 , let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , let s be a state of S1 ,
and let i1 be an input assignment of S1 . The functor Following(s, i1 ) yielding a
state of S1 is defined by:
(Def.7) Following(s, i1 ) = Following(s +· i1 ).
Let us consider I1 , let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , let I2 be an input
function of S1 , and let s be a state of S1 . The functor InitialComp(s, I2 ) yielding
a state of S1 is defined as follows:
(Def.8) InitialComp(s, I2 ) = s +· (0-th-input(I2 )) +· Set-Constants(S1 ).
Let us consider I1 , let S1 be a non-empty circuit of I1 , let I2 be an input
function of S1 , and let s be a Q
state of S1 . The functor Computation(s, I2 )
yielding a function from into (the sorts of S1 ) is defined by the conditions
(Def.9).
(Def.9) (i) (Computation(s, I2 ))(0) = InitialComp(s, I2 ), and
(ii)
for every natural number i and for every state x of S 1 such
that x = (Computation(s, I2 ))(i) holds (Computation(s, I2 ))(i + 1) =
Following(x, (i + 1)-th-input(I2 )).
In the sequel S1 denotes a non-empty circuit of I1 , s denotes a state of S1 ,
and i1 denotes an input assignment of S1 .
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Next we state the proposition
(13) Let k be a natural number. Suppose that for every vertex v of I 1
such that depth(v, S1 ) ≤ k holds s(v) = InputGenValue(v, i1 ). Let v1
be a vertex of I1 . If depth(v1 , S1 ) ≤ k + 1, then (Following(s))(v1 ) =
InputGenValue(v1 , i1 ).
For simplicity we adopt the following convention: I 1 is a finite monotonic
circuit-like non void non empty many sorted signature, S 1 is a non-empty circuit
of I1 , I2 is an input function of S1 , s is a state of S1 , and i1 is an input assignment
of S1 .
We now state several propositions:
(14) If commute(I2 ) is constant and InputVertices(I1 ) is non empty, then for
all s, i1 such that i1 = (commute(I2 ))(0) and for every natural number k
holds i1 ⊆ (Computation(s, I2 ))(k).
(15) Let n be a natural number. Suppose commute(I 2 ) is constant and
InputVertices(I1 ) is non empty and (Computation(s, I2 ))(n) is stable.
Let m be a natural number. If n ≤ m, then (Computation(s, I 2 ))(n) =
(Computation(s, I2 ))(m).
(16) Suppose commute(I2 ) is constant and InputVertices(I1 ) is non empty.
Given s, i1 . Suppose i1 = (commute(I2 ))(0). Let k be a natural number and let v be a vertex of I1 . Q If depth(v, S1 ) ≤ k,
then ((Computation(s, I2 ))(k) qua element of (the sorts of S1 ))(v) =
InputGenValue(v, i1 ).
(17) Suppose commute(I2 ) is constant and InputVertices(I1 ) is non empty
and i1 = (commute(I2 ))(0). Let s be a state of S1 and let v be a vertex of I1 . Then ((Computation(s, I2 ))(depth(S1 )) qua state of S1 )(v) =
InputGenValue(v, i1 ).
(18) If commute(I2 ) is constant and InputVertices(I1 ) is non empty, then for
every state s of S1 holds (Computation(s, I2 ))(depth(S1 )) is stable.
(19) If commute(I2 ) is constant and InputVertices(I1 ) is non empty, then
for all states s1 , s2 of S1 holds (Computation(s1 , I2 ))(depth(S1 )) =
(Computation(s2 , I2 ))(depth(S1 )).
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